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Introduction 

This Redpaper provides an overview of IBM® Storage Fusion Multicloud Object Gateway 
(MCG) and can be used as a quick reference guide for the most common use cases. The 
intended audience is cloud and application administrators and other technical staff members 
who want to learn how MCG works, how to set it up, how to use a Backing Store or 
Namespace Store, and object caching.

MCG, based on the open-source community NooBaa project, is a cloud-native storage 
platform that is designed to address the evolving needs of modern applications. MCG was 
developed with a focus on scalability, flexibility, and efficiency. It offers a unified, 
software-defined, storage solution that seamlessly integrates with public, private, and hybrid 
cloud environments. MCG provides advanced data management capabilities and intelligent 
automation to allow organizations to optimize data storage infrastructure and operations.

MCG is a highly customizable data gateway for object storage. It provides data services such 
as caching, tiering, mirroring, deduplication, encryption, and compression over many storage 
resources including private and public cloud object storage, file systems, and container 
PV/PVC. MCG can simplify data flows by linking any of the previously mentioned storage 
sources into a single, scalable data service that provides a single S3 API and management 
tool.

MCG is part of IBM Storage Fusion Data Foundation. This document refers to MCG as it is 
integrated within any Red Hat OpenShift installation.

The section “Multicloud Object Gateway use cases” on page 4 provides detailed descriptions 
of the following use cases:

� “Backing Store for an IBM Storage Fusion backup and restore location” on page 5
� “Backing Store for object read caching” on page 19
� “Backing Store for object mirroring” on page 23

Audience

This technical Redpaper is targeted for cloud and application administrators, and other 
technical staff members who want to learn how MCG works, how to set it up, and which use 
cases it serves.

This document can be used as a quick reference guide for the most common use cases for 
MCG, including setup and usage of a Backing Store or Namespace Store, mirroring, and 
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object caching. Only the basic use cases are covered in this document release. For more 
information see, IBM Storage Fusion Data Foundation.

IBM Multicloud Object Gateway (MCG)

MCG is a highly customizable data gateway for objects. It defines resources by using Custom 
Resource Definitions (CRDs). The following list describes the CRDs used throughout this 
paper: 

� Backing Store 

The Backing Store CRD represents a storage target to be used as the underlying storage 
for data in an MCG object bucket. These storage targets are used to store deduplicated, 
compressed, and encrypted data. Backing Stores store objects in an MCG-specific format 
and can be accessed by only the MCG instance that created them. When a Bucket Class 
is defined, the Backing Stores are referred to by name.

� Namespace Store

The Namespace Store CRD represents a storage target to be used as the underlying 
storage for data in an MCG object bucket. These storage targets are used to store and 
read unaltered objects. Unlike Backing Stores, Namespace Stores store objects in their 
native form without deduplication or compression. Objects that are stored by using a 
Namespace Store can be accessed by external tools without MCG. When a Namespace 
Store is defined, the Backing Stores are referred to by name.

� Bucket Class

Represents a class for object buckets that defines policies for data placement, 
namespace, replication policy, and more. A Bucket Class is similar in concept to a Storage 
Class used to define a Persistent Volume Claim (PVC).
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When an application uses MCG to access stored objects, it references an Object Bucket 
Claims associated with a Bucket Class to request the allocation of a new Object Bucket, much 
the same way an application uses PVCs and Persistent Volumes (PVs). Figure 1 shows the 
resource hierarchy from storage provider through MCG to the application. Figure 1 also 
provides hints for the various areas that each resource governs.

Figure 1   MCG resource hierarchy
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MCG as part of Data Foundation with Storage Fusion installation

To better understand the examples that are contained in this technical paper, it is expected 
that the reader has basic experience and working knowledge of Red Hat OpenShift, 
IBM Storage Fusion, and IBM Storage Scale. It is suggested that a working setup of Red Hat 
OpenShift, IBM Storage Fusion, and IBM Storage Scale be available before proceeding with 
the use cases described in this document.

MCG is part of Data Foundation that is installed by the IBM Storage Fusion operator. MCG 
can be installed as a stand-alone service. This technical paper discusses only the case where 
MCG is configured with Data Foundation. A minimum set of services includes installation of 
IBM Storage Fusion with Data Foundation, Global Data Platform, and Backup services. 

The screen capture that is shown in Figure 2 describes the minimum versions for 
IBM Storage Fusion services.

Figure 2   Required IBM Storage Fusion services.

Multicloud Object Gateway use cases

This section describes three use cases that demonstrate MCG capabilities and solutions. All 
activities are based on operating within a Red Hat OpenShift 4.10 or later and IBM Fusion 
2.5.x or later.

The first use case creates an S3 interface to an Object Bucket. The Object Bucket uses a 
Backing Store that serves as a front end to a Storage Scale file system. The Object Bucket 
can be used as a general-purpose object storage and as an off-cluster backup location for 
Storage Fusion backups.

The second use case demonstrates MCG's read-cache feature. MCG is configured to cache 
objects locally on the Red Hat OpenShift cluster. This setup can be used if an application is 
expected to perform high-volume object reads from external object storage. By caching the 
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frequently read objects locally, you can reduce the latency costs of reading the objects from 
the external object storage location.

The third use case demonstrates MCG's object mirroring feature by using a mirrored Bucket 
Class. In this configuration, MCG automatically duplicates any object that is written to the 
mirrored Bucket Class into two object storage locations, one local to the cluster and one 
external to the cluster. This solution can create multiple copies of an object for enhanced data 
protection.

Backing Store for an IBM Storage Fusion backup and restore location

The first use case is an object storage gateway to a file system. See Figure 3. The object 
bucket is backed by an external IBM Storage Scale cluster with MCG providing a gateway 
service to the Storage Scale cluster. This is useful if your Storage Fusion target location for 
backup objects is a file system. MCG can provide a front end to the file system with a Backing 
Store that can then be used to create an Object Bucket Class. The new Bucket Class can 
then be used to create an S3-compliant object bucket for storing the backup objects. This 
solution demonstrates a useful setup for storing backup objects that are created by the 
IBM Storage Fusion Backup and Restore service.

Figure 3   MCG providing an object gateway to IBM Storage Scale

Using a Backing Store stores the object in an MCG-specific object format that applies 
deduplication, compression, and encryption. It is recommended to back up your MCG 
configuration so that MCG can be rebuilt, and objects can be restored after cluster and MCG 
loss.
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Fusion Global Data Platform
The preparation step for this use case, which is shown in Figure 4, is to provide access to an 
external file system. This use case uses an external IBM Storage Scale cluster and mounts it 
to the Red Hat OpenShift cluster by using the IBM Fusion Global Data Platform (GDP) 
service. For more information about GDP configuration, see Global Data Platform. Other file 
system types can be mounted and defined as file storage classes to the Red Hat OpenShift 
cluster.

Figure 4   IBM Storage Scale mounted with Fusion Global Data Platform service

Figure 4 shows an external IBM Storage Scale cluster mounted to the Red Hat OpenShift 
cluster as a remote file system, using Fusion Global Data Platform service. Note the storage 
class name scalefs assigned to this file system for later use in MCG.
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Defining a Backing Store
The next step is to define and create a Backing Store that uses the scalefs file system 
storage class. In the Red Hat OpenShift GUI, select Storage → Data Foundation and select 
the Backing Store tab. See Figure 5.

Figure 5   Backing Store tab under Data Foundation

Create a new Backing Store by selecting Create Backing Store and completing the entries in 
the form. Figure 6 on page 8 shows an example of a Backing Store called 
backing-store-scalefs. 
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This Backing Store is based on a single 50 GB PVC created against the scalefs file system 
that was defined in section “Fusion Global Data Platform”.

Figure 6   Create a Backing Store

When the data is entered, select Create Backing Store and wait for the Backing Store 
creation status to show a Ready state as depicted in Figure 7.

Figure 7   Backing Store created and in Ready state
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Defining a Bucket Class
A Bucket Class is similar in principle to a Storage Class. It defines the attributes and behavior 
of the underlying object storage. A Bucket Class allows the user to define multiple classes of 
object storage behaviors that can then be selected to fit an application's requirements. The 
following list provides some object class examples:

� An object class that provides caching
� Object classes that aggregate multiple object stores to be used as one
� Classes that define mirroring of object stores.

Define a Bucket Class by using the Red Hat OpenShift GUI. Select Storage → Data 
Foundation and then select the Bucket Class tab. See Figure 8.

Figure 8   Bucket Class tab under Data Foundation

The Data Foundation operator provides a wizard to define the Bucket Class attributes. Use 
the wizard to begin the 4-step process and select Create Bucket Class. See Figure 8.
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In step 1, the first window in the wizard defines the type and name of the Bucket Class. Select 
Standard to create a class that uses the characteristics of the Backing Store to deduplicate, 
compress, and encrypt the object data. See Figure 9.

Figure 9   Bucket Class type

In step 2, define the Bucket Class data placement policy. See Figure 10. The policy selection 
also affects the way MCG protects the stored object data, such that the data is either spread 
across available backing stores or mirrored between them. Select the Spread option for the 
single Backing Store.

Figure 10   Bucket Class data placement policy
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In step 3, the wizard provides the option to select the Backing Stores that support the Bucket 
Class. See Figure 11. Multiple Backing Stores can be used by MCG according to the data 
spread policy selected in step 2. For this use case, select the single Backing Store created to 
provide the front end for the Storage Scale cluster.

Figure 11   Step 3: Select Backing Stores for the Bucket Class

In step 4 of the wizard, review the selections and approve the creation of the Bucket Class. 
See Figure 12. Select Create BucketClass.

Figure 12   Step 4: review and approve Bucket Class attributes before creating
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After the Bucket Class is created, a new Bucket Class is displayed in the Data Foundation 
Bucket Class tab. See Figure 13.

Figure 13   Bucket Class ready for use
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Creating an Object Bucket Claim
The final step for creating a backup target for Storage Fusion is creating an Object Bucket 
Claim. An Object Bucket Claim results in an S3 endpoint with credentials to be used to create 
a general S3 backup location in the Storage Fusion UI. 

In the Red Hat OpenShift GUI, select Storage → Object Bucket Claim. See Figure 14. 
Select the Project: file-browser pull-down menu to set the selected project namespace to 
All projects.

Figure 14   Object Bucket Claims page

Select Create Object Bucket Claim and select the parameters for the bucket claim. See 
Figure 14. 
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To select the Bucket Class defined in the previous steps, click the 
openshift-storage.noobaa.io storage class and then the 
bucket-class-backing-store-scalefs Bucket Class. See Figure 15.

Figure 15   Object Bucket Claim parameters

After selecting Create, the Object Bucket Claim is displayed. See Figure 16.

Figure 16   Bound Object Bucket Claim page
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Scroll down the Object Bucket Claim page to view the parameters needed to access the 
object bucket. See Figure 17 and Figure 18. The parameters include the S3 endpoint and 
endpoint credentials to use in Storage Fusion to define the backup location for the sample 
application.

Figure 17   Object Bucket Claim endpoint credentials

Figure 18   Object Bucket Claim page with newly created claim
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Creating a Fusion Backup location with the Object Bucket Claim
After creating the Object Bucket Claim, switch to the Fusion GUI and define the backup 
location and backup policy. The backups are directed at the Storage Scale cluster through the 
MCG Backing Store.

The location type is an S3-compliant object store. See Figure 19. The endpoint and 
credentials are provided by the Object Bucket Claim defined in MCG.

Figure 19   Defining a backup location in the Fusion UI

Note: IBM Storage Fusion does not accept a self-signed certificate generated by 
OpenShift Container Platform, including private CAs. You might need to alter the endpoint 
URL to specifically include an "http://" prefix and remove the ":443" suffix.
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After confirming the added location, an active backup location will be available as shown in 
Figure 20.

Figure 20   An active and connected backup location

The backup location can now be assigned to any backup policy that performs a backup to an 
object store. The policy can be assigned to an application and automated backups run per 
policy. See Figure 21.

Figure 21   Fusion backup policy that uses the 'scalefs-object-bucket' backup location
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Figure 22 shows the summary and details of the completed backup.

Figure 22   Completed backup with data transfer to the 'scalefs-object-bucket'

Selecting the Applications tab shows the completed backups list as shown in Figure 23.

Figure 23   Completed backups list
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The objects that are stored by MCG on the Storage Scale cluster can be viewed on the 
Storage Scale file system by logging in to the Storage Scale NSD and traversing the file 
system to the backing store directory location. Figure 24 shows an example that corresponds 
to the case described in the previous sections.

Figure 24   Object storage location in the Storage Scale file system

Backing Store for object read caching

The second use case is object read caching. The implementation of read caching includes 
write through cache semantics. As objects are read, they are checked for location. If they 
exist in the cache, then they are read locally. Otherwise, if the objects are not in the cache, 
then they are retrieved from the remote object store. A copy is kept in the cache until the 
cache dwell time is reached or cache full pressure moves the least recently used (LRU) 
objects.

Objects are written through the cache to the remote object store immediately. However, a 
local copy is stored in the cache at the same time as it is assumed that recently written 
objects will be read again soon. The architecture for read caching is optimized for object 
stores that might, for example, have a high-cost link, ingress and egress costs, or very high 
latency. A local cache provides latency hiding. Having the local read cache reduces cost or 
latency for reading the objects multiple times, and for slow connections it can speed up 
subsequent reads to the same objects.

Creating a cache-only Bucket Class is a two-part operation. First, a Namespace Store is 
created pointing to the remote object store endpoint. Second, a Bucket Class is created that 
points to the remote Namespace Store and to a second Backing Store, which is usually 
backed by local storage. The Bucket Class backed by local storage is designated for Caching.

Defining a remote Namespace Store with local cache
First, create a Namespace Store pointing to the remote object store. Figure 25 on page 20 
shows the progression to create a read cache Bucket Class using a generic S3 data source 
and the default MCG Backing Store for the local cache space.
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Figure 25   Create a Namespace Store for the object read caching use case

Creating a caching Bucket Class
Next create a new Bucket Class that uses the Namespace Store and a Backing Store to 
create the local read cache. See Figure 26. The appropriate selection for the placement 
policy is Cache NamespaceStore. The Data Store selected for this example is the default 
Backing Store, noobaa-default-backing-store. The default Backing Store is provided by local 
storage resources. Note that it is possible to input a time to live value. For this example, leave 
the value at the default value of zero, which means the time to live is 24 hours. The final step 
is a review page. After verifying the input, click Create Bucket Class.

Figure 26   Creating a new Bucket Class selection screen
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After clicking Create Bucket Class, choose the Namespace Bucket Class type, choose a 
unique name for your Bucket Class, and optionally add a description. Select Next. See 
Figure 27.

Figure 27   Creating a new Bucket Class, create screen

Choose Cache NamespaceStore as the Placement Policy Type. See Figure 28. Select Next.

Figure 28   Creating a new Bucket Class placement screen
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Select the Namespace Store created earlier from the NamespaceStore drop-down list and a 
Backing Store to use from the Backing store drop-down list. You can use a Backing Store you 
created or as in this example, use the default Backing Store. If you want a Time to live other 
than the default 24 hours, represented by the zero entry here, you can set it in this window. 
See Figure 29. Select Next when done.

Figure 29   Resource selection screen

Review the settings. See Figure 30. Click Create BucketClass.

Figure 30   Review the new Bucket Class 
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Creating an ObjectBucketClaim backed by a cached object store
To demonstrate the read cache Bucket Class, Figure 31 shows an Object Bucket Claim using 
the cache-only Bucket Class previously created. Select the Create button to create the Object 
Bucket Claim (OBC). Then use the endpoint and credentials to connect to the cached bucket.

Figure 31   Using a read cache enabled Bucket Class in an Object Bucket Claim (OBC)

Backing Store for object mirroring

The third use case is a mirroring object storage implemented with MCG. See Figure 32 on 
page 24. The implementation defines two backing stores: one through a gateway to an 
external Storage Scale cluster, and a second backing store on a Data Foundation Rados 
Block Device (RBD), internal to the Red Hat OpenShift cluster. MCG provides options for 
creating a Backing Store. The types selected are convenient for this basic demonstration.

The Bucket Class is a mirrored type that uses MCG's mirroring feature to write the object to 
two Backing Stores. The object is stored on an external Storage Scale cluster and on the 
internal RDB-backed storage. More than two copies can be created, this section 
demonstrates a basic case of mirroring two copies.

Note: Using a Backing Store stores the object in an MCG-specific object format that 
applies deduplication, compression, and encryption. It is recommended to back up your 
MCG configuration so that MCG can be rebuilt, and objects can be restored after a cluster 
and MCG loss.
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Figure 32   MCG mirrored object storage use case

Prepare a set of Backing Stores that will be used to store the mirrored objects. Backing 
Stores can be defined for several different targets including AWS S3, generic S3, PVC, 
Google Cloud Storage, Azure Blob, and IBM Cloud® Object Storage. See Figure 33.

Figure 33   Available targets for creating a Backing Store
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For the basic setup described in this paper, two backing stores were created. One is defined 
on the external Storage Scale cluster, and another is defined on the internal Data Foundation 
cluster using its RBD devices. See Figure 34.

Figure 34   Ready Backing Stores available for a mirrored Bucket Class

Defining a mirrored Bucket Class
A Bucket Class is similar in principle to a Storage Class. It defines the attributes and behavior 
of the underlying object storage. A Bucket Class allows the user to define multiple classes of 
object storage behaviors that can then be selected to fit an application's requirements. The 
following list provides examples of Bucket Class behaviors:

� An object class that provides caching
� Object classes that aggregate multiple object stores to be used as one
� Classes that define mirroring of object stores.

Use the OpenShigt GUI to define a Bucket Class by selecting Storage → Data Foundation. 
Select the Bucket Class tab. The Data Foundation operator provides a wizard for defining the 
Bucket Class attributes. Start the wizard by clicking Create BucketClass and advance 
through the four setup steps.
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In the wizard, define the type and name of the Bucket Class. Select the Standard type, which 
creates a class that uses the Backing Store's properties to deduplicate, compress, and 
encrypt the object data. See Figure 35. Click Next.

Figure 35   Mirrored Bucket Store creation wizard

On the next page of the wizard, select the 'Mirror' attribute for the Bucket Class. See 
Figure 36.

Figure 36   Selecting the Mirroring attribute for a Bucket Class
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After you select the 'Mirror' attribute for the Bucket Class, you see a list of the available 
Backing Stores. On this wizard page, select which Backing Store to use for the mirrored 
objects. See Figure 37. A copy of the objects are stored on each of the selected stores. Click 
Next.

Figure 37   Target Backing Stores for mirrored object storage

Before finalizing the Bucket Class creation, the wizard provides a summary page with the 
class's attributes. See Figure 38.

Figure 38   Mirrored Bucket Class wizard summary view
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The new mirrored Bucket Class will be listed in the Bucket Class tab of Data Foundation and 
can be used after the status field shows a Ready state as shown in Figure 39.

Figure 39   A two-way mirror Bucket Class defined and ready for use

Creating a two-way mirror Object Bucket Claim
For the final step, create an Object Bucket Claim. An Object Bucket Claim results in an S3 
endpoint with credentials that can be used as a general S3 location for storing objects. This 
location can also be used as a backup location for Storage Fusion backups.
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In the Red Hat OpenShift GUI, select Storage → Object Bucket Claim. Verify that the 
selected project namespace is set to All projects. See Figure 40. Provide a name for the 
claim and select the openshift-storage.noobaa.io class. Select the previously created 
mirrored Bucket Class.

Figure 40   Create a mirrored Object Bucket Claim

The Object Bucket details are displayed after selecting Create. See Figure 41. Scroll down 
the page to reveal the parameters needed to access the object bucket. These include the S3 
endpoint and endpoint credentials.

Figure 41   Mirrored Object Bucket Claim access credentials
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Appendix A: Backing up Multicloud Object Gateway 
configuration

The MCG Backing Store represents storage targets that are used to store deduplicated, 
compressed, and encrypted data. Backing Stores store objects in an MCG-specific format 
that can be accessed by only the MCG instance that created them. An internal database 
holds parameters that are necessary for data access such as encryption keys, and it is 
recommended to back up the MCG database. This database can be restored after a cluster 
failure to renew access to objects stored using a Backing Store.

For more information, see Backup and Restore for Multicloud Object Gateway database 
(NooBaa DB). A Red Hat Customer Portal ID required to access this link.
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Related publications

The publications listed in this section are considered particularly suitable for a more detailed 
discussion of the topics covered in this paper.

IBM Redbooks
The following IBM Redbooks publications provide additional information about the topic in this 
document. Note that some publications referenced in this list might be available in softcopy 
only.

�  IBM Storage Fusion Product Guide, REDP-5688

� Accelerating IBM watsonx.data with IBM Storage Fusion HCI System, REDP-5720

You can search for, view, download or order these documents and other Redbooks, 
Redpapers, Web Docs, draft and additional materials, at the following website:

ibm.com/redbooks

Online resources
� IBM Storage Fusion documentation for Data Foundation and Multicloud Gateway

https://www.ibm.com/docs/en/storage-fusion/2.6?topic=storage-fusion-data-founda
tion

� Red Hat documentation

https://access.redhat.com/documentation/en-us/red_hat_openshift_container_stora
ge/4.6/html/managing_hybrid_and_multicloud_resources/about-the-multicloud-objec
t-gateway

� Open-source community NooBaa project on GitHub

https://github.com/noobaa/noobaa-operator
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programs conforming to the application programming interface for the operating platform for which the sample 
programs are written. These examples have not been thoroughly tested under all conditions. IBM, therefore, 
cannot guarantee or imply reliability, serviceability, or function of these programs. The sample programs are 
provided “AS IS”, without warranty of any kind. IBM shall not be liable for any damages arising out of your use 
of the sample programs. 
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